




915 West Temple Front Door Replacement
JANUARY 2016

The proposed scope of work is the replacement of the current front entrance 
door. No alterations have been done to the door, other than painting and lock 
changes, in the time that I have been the property owner (1987).

The home was built without a sub floor under the current pine tongue & groove 
flooring surface. Resurfacing of the floor is in progress to address the opening of 
gaps (previous termite damage, house settling), humidity and thermal 
problems. Using the least thick leveling sub floor possible, and, installing the 
final flooring surface, will make the current front door unusable without 
removing a large amount of the door from the bottom. Leveling of the house in 
the near future is also expected to compromise the door/frame aesthetics and 
function when the final result is achieved.

Additional concerns are:

Security- The door is not secure from intruders. The door frame shows 
evidence of being breached some time before I purchased the house (1987). 
The frame was repaired with small metal plates. These are not adequate to 
prevent another breach, and, the paneling on the door is so thin in the thinnest 
segment (1/4”) it could easily be breached with a strong kick. The current door 
is suspended on two hinges.

Life/safety/building code- The current door width is 34”, which does not 
meet current building code (36”) for an entry/exit door. If a person needed to 
be evacuated in a hurry on a stretcher, or be dragged out unconscious during a 
fire, the substandard exit size would put their life and the life of first responders 
at risk. The drilled holes in the current door do not allow enough space to install 
lever style door latches, also current code.

Energy efficiency- The current door has no insulating properties whatsoever. 
The window panels are single pane, and the single thickness of wood paneling 
(1/4”) allow full heat and cold transfer to the living space.

The current door (age unknown) is of a style typical to the Norhill 



neighborhood. It is a wood panel door with three single pane windows 
separated by by wood struts oriented perpendicular, all in the upper third of the 
door. The door is drilled for a deadbolt lock hole and a door knob latch hole. The 
current door knob arrangement is difficult to rotate due to it's proximity to the 
door frame. A wooden screen door was in place in front of the main entry door 
until the 1990's when it was removed. 

PROPOSED DOOR REPLACEMENT PLAN

The proposed door replacement has been selected  with regard and respect to 
the Norhill Historic District guidelines to maintain the 'look' of the Craftsman 
style evidenced by the current door. See attached pictures.

The new door has double paned, tempered glass in the upper third of the door. 
The window details (leaded lines in vertical and horizontal pattern) between the 
double panes mimic the design of the screens on the home in design, 
complementing the style. The overall construct of the new door mimics the 
Craftsman construct of the current door in length, width, depth and materials, 
with the leaded inserts providing an aesthetic improvement to the look of the 
door. The detail in the leaded inserts captures style lines from the screens (art 
deco), the hipped roof of the Craftsman style bungalow and the period 
streetlight in front of the house.

The proposed door will be 36 inches wide in its own door frame and jamb. The 
moldings around the door will be carefully removed, to be reinstalled to finish 
the job. The current door will be cut free from the framing studs, sparing all  
structural supports. Proposed door fits in the current opening, so no other 
modifications need to be made to complete the project. The new door is 
suspended on three hinges. The new door is primed steel and will be painted 
one of the colors currently on the house. In the event the moldings don't 
survive removal, they will be recreated in look and style with like materials 
(wood).

The proposed locking mechanism will be a keyed lever handle lock and a keyed 
deadbolt lock, keeping with the aesthetics of 1929, no 'electronic' locks.

Terry Pendergast-owner
281-703-4578 cell
713-868-4702 house
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